When asked to defend a massive spending agenda, President Biden said:

“*What would they have me cut? What would they have me leave out?*”

We are glad you asked, Mr. President.

**Unwise Failures of Common Sense**

Pop Quiz: What do horse races, social-media influencers, NASCAR, and moonshine all have in common?

You guessed it! They are all being funded by President Biden’s so-called COVID-relief plan:

- $7.2 million in Arizona to “*boost purses at three of its horse tracks.*”
- $7 million in Alaska for “*social-media influencers to promote the state’s famous seafood.*”
- $40 million in North Carolina for “*improvements to a speedway for NASCAR races*” and $5 million for “*building new walking trails dedicated to the history of moonshine.*”

In response, the Biden Administration is shrugging its shoulders. Here’s American Rescue Plan “czar” Gene Sperling:

“…[I]t’s inevitable that there will be *some uses that meet the legal test but don’t meet the common sense or wisdom test.*”

You know what else fails the “common sense or wisdom test”? *Racing* to spend $2 trillion like you’ve been downing *moonshine.*

Stay tuned for more.

---

*Source: Biden’s Rescue Money Doled Out to Racehorse Owners, Influencers, Bloomberg, May 16, 2022*